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ABSTRACT

A novel method is introduced for distinguishing counterfeit banknotes from genuine samples. The method is based on analyzing differences in the networks of paper fibers. The main tool is a curvelet-based algorithm for measuring the distribution of overall fiber orientation and quantifying its anisotropy. The use of a couple or more appropriate parameters makes it possible to distinguish forgeries from genuine samples as concentrated point clouds in a two- or three-dimensional parameter space. Furthermore, the techniques of making watermarks is investigated by comparing genuine and counterfeit €50 banknotes. In addition, the so-called wire markings are shown to differ significantly from each other in all of investigated banknotes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Forgeries and fakes are made all over: paintings, banknotes, stamps, and other valuable papers among other things. Traditionally forgeries have been distinguished by visual inspection or by machines that can identify specific security markers inserted in the paper. These include watermarks, fluorescent threads that can be seen only in ultraviolet light, security strips, and holograms. However, while forgery is made more difficult, counterfeitters follow suit and learn to better mimic these security markers.

We propose a novel method for analyzing the characteristics of the fiber network of paper products. The method is based on processing optical transmission images of paper samples using an orientation-sensitive algorithm called curvelet transform. Furthermore, we use some additional parameters to characterize the paper structure. Extracting two, three, or more representative parameters from optical and x-ray images leads to a ‘fingerprint’ of the fiber network. Forgeries can be discerned from genuine samples by their fingerprints based solely on the properties of the underlying paper.

In addition to numerous small-scale counterfeits, in some cases governments need to be prepared for high-quality counterfeit currency in large scale. A well-known example of such a case happened during World War II when Germany aimed to use counterfeiting as a weapon and forged British pounds. More recently, there have appeared high-quality counterfeits of US dollars, called ‘superdollars’ or ‘supernotes’, because of their high similarity to the real US dollar. Countermeasures against such high-quality counterfeits require swift actions, e.g., the US Treasury introduced in 1996 a new $100 banknote so as to decrease such counterfeiting.

The present study is mostly based on measuring optical parameters of paper, and we utilize a special type of wavelets called curvelets in the analysis of optical images. Furthermore, we use x-ray transmission images so as to characterize so-called wire marking in the paper structure, and compare techniques of making a watermark in banknotes. Our main goal is to provide a set of parameters determined by precise methods, which would characterize a given paper network so that the papers used to print genuine and counterfeit documents can be told apart. The final goal is to find in this way a ‘fingerprint’ of basically each individual paper. To this end we concentrate here on €50 banknotes, and introduce different methods for characterization of the respective paper substrates. Also, these methods may be applied to help classify and choose the paper substrate before printing the document in question.

Earlier studies on genuine and counterfeit banknotes have been done using numerous methods, e.g., wavelets, infrared spectroscopy, mass spectrometry, optical-coherence tomography, Raman microspectroscopy, Mössbauer spectroscopy, supporting vector machines, neural networks, and measuring the lifetime of fluorescence in banknotes. The novelty of the present investigation is that it focuses on the underlying paper structure, which, according to our knowledge, has not been done in this context before.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 The optical measurement system

Optical measurements of a sample was done by setting it on an illuminated table, and recording the transmitted light directly above it so as to get a so-called bright-field image. A reflected-light image was taken using a so-called cold light source which was set in an inclination angle of about 20 degrees between the light direction and the surface of the banknote. Images were recorded with a Canon EOS 600D camera mounted to a microscope.

2.2 Determination of orientation

For the evaluation of fiber orientation we used the method recently introduced by Sampo et al., which is based on directional wavelets, so-called curvelets. It has been shown that curvelet-based orientation analysis is, in most cases, better than those made by more traditional methods, like the gradient-based structure-tensor (ST) method or direct FFT-based methods. Curvelet-based orientation analysis is more robust, in particular when the resolution of the image decreases. We have also shown that the curvelet method is robust and rather insensitive to noise in the image. This property increases its usability in practical applications. For clarity, we give a short description of this method here.
Let \( f \) be a representation of a grey scale (optical) image of the sample. We can express this representation in terms of basis functions \( \phi_b \) and \( \gamma_{ab\theta} \) such that

\[
f = \sum_b \langle f, \phi_b \rangle \phi_b + \sum_{a,b,\theta} \langle f, \gamma_{ab\theta} \rangle \gamma_{ab\theta}.
\]

Functions \( \phi_b \) are restricted to low frequencies and are therefore not relevant in this application. However, functions \( \gamma_{ab\theta} \) are called curvelets. They have discretizations for the scale \( a \), location \( b \), and angle \( \theta \), which are approximately like \( a_j = 2^{-j}, j = 1,2,...; \theta_{j,l} = 2\pi \cdot l \cdot 2^{-j/2} \), \( l = 0,1,...,2^{j/2} - 1 \); and \( b_{k}^{j,l} = R_{\theta_{j,l}}(k_12^{-j},k_22^{-j/2}), k_1,k_2 \in \mathbb{Z}^3 \). In Fig. 1 four curvelet functions \( \gamma_{ab\theta} \) are illustrated in both the spatial and frequency domain (zero frequency in the middle). The curvelets of the two largest scales have the same orientation, while the two curvelets of smaller scale have orientations that are different from that of the other two. In the frequency domain curvelets are smooth and compactly supported, while in the spatial domain they decay rapidly in the dominating dimension (along the long axis of its elongated shape) and oscillate in the perpendicular direction. The important difference to ordinary wavelets is that curvelets obey parabolic scaling, which means that their width-to-length ratio is \( a^{1/2} \), while for wavelets this ratio is independent of scale. Another difference to the regular wavelet transforms is that for curvelets, the number of orientations grows when the scale decreases. These features make curvelets very efficient for approximating or analyzing edges.

In small scales \( a \), the magnitudes of inner products \( \langle f, \gamma_{ab\theta} \rangle \) are large for such curvelets \( \gamma_{ab\theta} \) that are oriented like edges in an image. Moreover, curvelets form a tight frame, i.e., \( ||f||^2 = \sum_b |\langle f, \phi_b \rangle|^2 + \sum_{a,b,\theta} |\langle f, \gamma_{ab\theta} \rangle|^2 \). This property suggests that an estimate for the orientation distribution could be expressed in the form

\[
S(\theta) := \frac{\sum_{a \in I} \sum_{b \in J_a} |\langle f, \gamma_{ab\theta} \rangle|^2}{\int_0^\pi \sum_{a \in I} \sum_{b \in J_a} |\langle f, \gamma_{ab\theta} \rangle|^2 d\theta},
\]

where the index set \( I \) for the scales depends on the resolution and size of the particles in the image, such that we do not capture any unwanted structures. In this work we used the two smallest scales depending on the resolution. If the resolution of angle \( \theta \) needed to be beyond what CurveLab could provide, it was possible to generate any \( \gamma_{ab\theta} \) by rotating \( \gamma_{ab0} \). For each scale we had a rectangular grid of points as the translation set,

\[
J_a = \left\{ R_{\theta}(C_1ka,C_2ka^{1/2}) : (l,k) \in \mathbb{Z}^2 \right\},
\]

with constant \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \).
2.3 Material of analysis

In the analysis of banknotes we used ten counterfeit €50 banknotes, and two different series of 30 unused genuine €50 banknotes. These two series were printed on paper substrates provided apparently by two different manufacturers. The counterfeit banknotes were provided by the Finnish National Bureau of Investigation, and the genuine banknotes by the Bank of Finland.

3. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

3.1 Parameter space

In order to discern forgeries from genuine banknotes, we needed to find parameters that separate different fiber structures. Since the above-mentioned orientation analysis proved to be good, a natural parameter of characterization was the main orientation direction of the fibers. The main orientation of fibers in a paper (machine) is usually near the so-called machine direction (MD), which is the running direction of the machine. The minimum of the orientation distribution is then usually in a direction perpendicular to that direction, in the so-called cross direction (CD). We show examples of orientation distributions of one genuine banknote in Fig. 2a, and the orientation distribution of a counterfeit banknote in Fig. 2b. Distributions were normalized so as to have an area of one between the distribution curve and the angle axis (in radians). Another parameter we get from the orientation analysis is the anisotropy of the distribution, which we define here simply as the ratio of distribution maximum to distribution minimum of the normalized distribution (see dotted lines in Fig. 2). As an additional parameter for banknotes we used the pinhole (a small hole in the paper structure) percentage, which in a sense describes how sparse the underlying paper is. This parameter was measured from binary images as shown in Fig. 3 for a genuine and a forged banknote.

In banknote analysis we used ten €50 counterfeit banknotes, which were provided by the Finnish National Bureau of Investigation. There were three different counterfeits: Two with serial number A (for security reasons we do not use the exact ID), three with ID B and five with ID C. As a reference of a genuine set of banknotes we used 30 pieces of two different series of notes with identification numbers starting with letters X (Germany) and Z (Belgium). The analyzed images were taken from the region of the European union flag, because the blue color gives a good contrast for the visibility of fibers (see Fig. 4). Because both genuine and counterfeit banknotes were made recently, fibers turned out to be of a similar thickness, and we could not use it as a separating parameter. The anisotropy of the orientation, however, changed even between the different series of the genuine banknotes. The paper grade of the counterfeits was also inferior to the pure cotton paper of the genuine banknotes, and the so-called pinholes (where light passes directly trough the paper) were more abundant in the counterfeit banknotes. That is why we defined a parameter that we call a pinhole percentage, for description of ‘porosity’ of the paper grade. Each of the grey-scale images was adjusted to have about the same mean of the histogram. However, the counterfeits had more skewed histograms and thus slightly larger standard deviations. A typical
binary figure using a threshold value of 244 (grey-scale values were in the range 0-255) for binarization is depicted in Fig. 3 that shows about ten times more pinhole area in the counterfeit than in the genuine banknote. As a reference for the genuine banknotes, we analyzed all sixty 50-euro banknotes of the X- and Z-series, and show their locations in a 3D parameter space in Fig. 5. It is evident that the Z-series banknotes are more compactly located in that parameter space than the X-series banknotes.

Most of the counterfeits also had the main orientation in the direction of the shorter side of the banknote, which is clearly the main orientation direction of all genuine banknotes analyzed. That is why we omitted the orientation direction from the parameters and show the counterfeit banknotes only in a 2D parameter space with anisotropy and pinhole percentage as the parameters (see Fig. 6). We show there also the results for all genuine banknotes. It is evident that the counterfeit banknotes are separated from the genuine ones independent of whether they are from the X- or Z-series. Also the two sets of genuine banknotes can be separated with these two parameters. This is probably because they had apparently been printed on paper substrates provided by different manufacturers. The mean value of anisotropy for the X-series banknotes was 1.80 +/- 0.23, while it was 2.32 +/- 0.15 for the Z series (mean values shown as squares in Fig. 6). On the other hand, the X-series had a smaller amount of pinholes, although both X- and Z-series banknotes had only about a tenth part of what the counterfeit banknotes.

3.2 Watermarks

One of the oldest security marks to ensure the authenticity of banknotes and other valuable documents has been watermark. However, watermarks are quite easy to mimic, at least, for verification by visual inspection. Here we compare the techniques used for making watermarks in genuine and some counterfeit banknotes. In the Fig. 7 we depict the images in the reflected (7a) and transmitted light (7b) of a genuine Z-series €50 banknote. The inclination angle (angle between the surface of the banknote and the source of light) was quite small to show the topography of the watermark. Notice that in the genuine banknote watermark is done by thinning the paper at the sites, where the intensity of the transmitted light was bigger. In Fig. 8 we show two examples of counterfeit €50 banknotes with images of the watermarks in a reflected light (Figs 8a and c), and in a transmitted light (Figs 8b and d). These images reveal that the counterfeit watermarks have been pressed with a some kind of raster on the underlying paper such that there is more fiber mass in the area, where the intensity of transmitted light should be smaller.
Figure 4. An €50 banknote and magnification of the area of the European union flag from where the fiber-image samples of the banknotes were taken. The real area of the sample is $1.9 \text{mm} \times 2.9 \text{mm}$.

Figure 5. Results for all genuine banknotes shown in a 3D parameter space (with blue dots for the X series and with red stars for the Z series).
Figure 6. Results for two thirty-piece sets of genuine €50 banknotes and for ten counterfeit €50 banknotes in a 2D parameter space. Mean values of the genuine banknotes are shown as colored squares.

Figure 7. a) An image of the watermark of a genuine €50 banknote in an inclined reflected light. b) A transmission image of the same area of the watermark.
3.3 Wire marking

We then took x-ray transmission images of several genuine and counterfeit banknotes. Although these banknotes were full of safety markings, we found a region of about 1 cm² with no safety features, which was then used in this analysis. After wavelet denoising, marks of the so-called pressing wire of the paper machine were quite visible in these bright-field images as is evident from Fig. 9, where such images are shown for a sample of the Z series (panel a), a sample of the X series (panel b), and for two samples of the counterfeit banknotes (panels c and d). It is evident that the wires used in the manufacturing of the X-series and Z-series banknotes had been different. On the other hand, the wire markings in the counterfeit banknotes were totally different from those in the genuine banknotes. Wire marking is, in a sense, a signature of the paper machine used, and it is thus a useful parameter in detecting the origin of the paper used in any document.

4. DISCUSSION

We reported here a new method for identifying counterfeit banknotes, which was based on analyzing differences in the structure of the paper substrates used in them. To this end we applied a number of different parameters for characterization of that structure, but this type of analysis is not restricted to these parameters alone. We found particularly useful the orientation distribution of the fibers in paper, for which we used our recently developed curvelet-based method. From this distribution we used here the main orientation direction and the anisotropy of orientation as the specific parameters. We also found the pinhole percentage very useful. This parameter describes the amount of small holes in paper and is related to how sparse (or heterogeneous) the structure is. With these parameters we showed that it is possible to separate forgeries from genuine samples in a 2D or 3D parameter space. Even different series of genuine banknotes could be distinguished from each other using the wire marking typical of an individual paper machine.

Furthermore, we distinguished the counterfeit banknotes from genuine ones by differences in their watermarks and from wire markings which are characteristic of the paper machine used. Although we had here banknotes as

Figure 8. a) and c) Watermarks of two counterfeit €50 banknotes in an inclined reflected light. b) and d) Transmission-light images of the same areas of the watermarks.
Figure 9. X-ray transmission images (after denoising) of the paper used in a) the genuine banknotes of the Z series, b) the genuine banknotes of the X series, c) the ID A counterfeit banknotes, and d) the ID C counterfeit banknotes. The real area of each figure is about $12.3 \cdot 7.5 \text{ mm}^2$.

an example, we believe that a similar method can be applied to investigation of other value documents. Our final goal is to define a ‘fingerprint’ of paper by which each individual set (manufactured by the same paper machine) of samples can be recognized.
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